We create software

khyateh

competencies
we can make a positive difference
in the following:

solution design
get it done. convert ideas to implementations.

product development
set the rhythm, develop mvp, do ux, show performance.

cloud seeding
start from cloud, move to cloud, scale in cloud.

rescue projects
get projects out of trouble. improve customer satisfaction.

does advisory mean not taking responsibility for delivery ?
it works fine today. will it work well tomorrow ?
what technologies do you work on ?
how do you review projects ?
do you code or just talk ?

ask us your questions.

tools and technology
there are new, better ways to build software.
it keeps improving everyday. we contribute.

salesforce
we understand salesforce ecosystem very well. tricky business.

heroku, azure, aws
assemble applications, quick development, and switch to scale.

ux
art. how is it related to architecture? and, of course the user ?

?
there are many tools and technology. old and new. too long to list.

why is it so easy to build ? but so difficult to build it right ?
why do implementations fail ? Is it just technology ?
what do you work on ? mobile, data, and .. ?
how to leverage salesforce ecosystem ?
isn't it just configuration ?

ask us your questions.

methods
we understand what makes or breaks a project.
address the dynamics, and unstated needs.

cyclic
reality. projects do rounds. like sufi swirls. manage it gracefully.

non-linear
different pieces, and teams progress differently. it comes together.

inter-connected
chaos to order. there is always a rhythm & connect. there is a path.

progressive
cyclic is not stationery. it is cyclic and progressive. moves ahead.

simple processes, merged roles. what are these ?
how to accommodate micro interactions ?
cyclic and non-linear. is it lot of re-work ?
agile, scrum, rup, custom ?
do you follow the way ?

ask us your questions.

references
we put our work out there for you to know
our capabilities. you can also ask around.

see our work
social reporting standards, lumstic, solitaire - check our labs

ask our friends
we work through references. ask our ex-colleagues. world is small.

meet our customers
they are our best bet. you choose whom to talk to.

work with us
this is the easiest, and most convincing. a small iteration ?

we add here some interesting questions people ask us.
many times valid. often doubtful. most times valuable.
our journey starts with great doubt and great faith.
our best response has always been our work.
we keep it simple.

thank you.
subbu@khyateh.com

